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We are that which we possess
The man who possesses money is the money. The man who identifies
himself with property is the property, or the house, or the furniture.
Similarly, with ideas, or with people. But most of us possess because we
have nothing else if we do not possess. We are empty shells if we do
not possess, if we do not fill our life with furniture, with music, with
knowledge, with this, or that. And when there is disruption, a breaking
of that, then there is sorrow because then you suddenly discover
yourself as you are - an empty shell, without much meaning.
The Collected Works.

Questioner: If I have no image of myself, then I am nothing!
Krishnamurti: But are you anything anyhow? (Laughter). Please don't
laugh, this is much too serious. Are you anything yourself? Strip
yourself of your name, title, money, position, your capacities, and what
are you? So why not realise and be that?
The Collected Works

One must end every day everything one has known. One must end the
image that one has built up about oneself, about one's family, about
one's relationship, everything. The mind that dies every day to the
memories of yesterday, to all the joys and sorrows of the past, such a
mind is fresh, innocent, it has no age.
The Book of Life
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The image and quotes above are taken from a series of exhibition
panels created by Vikram Parchure. The title of the exhibition is
"To the Young".
Vikram is a designer exploring design as an instrument of social change and
value education.
Krishnamurti’s deep concern for the young led him to exhort youth to
insightfully understand that the old ways of problem-solving will prove too
inadequate to deal with the complexity of present-day world dilemmas. He
said that only a mind that is fresh, youthful, perceptive and ever-willing to
face the challenges of uncertainty can deal with this challenge successfully.
What makes for such a youthful quality of mind, regardless of the body’s
physical age? This is the vitally important question that is explored in these
panels.
Each KANZ newsletter is presenting one of the panels developed by Vikram
for the reader's interest and reflection on the key themes of this exhibition.

One Day Gathering in Auckland - 20th July
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Rohit Grover and Eleni Charalampous would like to invite you to a
gathering at their house on the 20th of July, to watch recordings of Dr.
Bohm's weekend seminars at Ojai about thought as a system. David
Bohm had many dialogues with Krishnamurti over a number of years.
Through the medium of dialogue amongst a small group, Dr. Bohm
explores the nature of thought as a system which includes feelings, the
state of the body, and also society and culture. With great care, Dr.
Bohm goes into how this system works and the dangers involved in its
default function. Based on this, he investigates the "proprioception of
thought” - i.e. developing a sense of the movement of thought by
carefully arriving at an insight into Thought and the Thinking Process.
The gathering will watch two video recordings of around two hours
each, (with breaks), starting at 9.30am and lasting till around 5pm, (or
as late as the inspiration lasts). Rohit and Eleni will serve lunch, and
would appreciate it if people brought some vegetarian food to
contribute towards a potluck.
There will be room to host up to around 15 people.
Please RSVP by writing to eleni@mailbox.org
Date: Saturday 20th July
Venue: 2/72 Margot St., Epsom, Auckland
Start: 9.30am

The Recent Exhibition in Auckland
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As advertised in an earlier Newsletter, the exhibition “A Di!erent
Approach to a World in Crisis” was held in Auckland 1st & 2nd June. The
exhibition consisted of posters showing, graphically, di!erent aspects
of the crises in the world, juxtaposed with pertinent quotations from
Krishnamurti. The architecture of the venue lent itself to dividing the
display into sections representing di!erent aspects of the crises,
although in fact Krishnamurti said there is only one fundamental crisis –
the crisis in human consciousness. This was certainly the overall theme
of the exhibition. For me, the poster that most succinctly expresses this
says:
“It seems to me that real crisis is the mind itself, not the problems that
the mind has created and tries to solve”.
The venue was a community centre on Dominion Road, not in a public
thoroughfare, and most of the visitors came through advertising on
social media. It was observed that all of the visitors engaged intently
with the material, for some considerable time. Judging from the
informal discussions that happened, Many were rather deeply a!ected
by their engagement
Putting on the exhibition was a communal e!ort, with six people
working together. And there was support from others in the form of
generous financial donations which adequately covered the costs
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involved. Thanks to everyone in any way involved.
Some quotes from the visitors’ book:
“Thought provoking and challenging. Some ideas that align with my
current ideology, and some which conflict, sending me into reflection”.
“As I was walking around and reading various passages I was reflecting
on my own reactions – sometimes in agreement and sometimes
resistance. I also noticed I was frustrated when I was challenged in a
particular thought and there was no instruction or outcome from the
passage in question”.
“I was really happy to come here. This is my first introduction with Jiddu
and I am so glad to read his quotes; I feel very connected with them”.
“It’s absolutely eye-opening. The most powerful aspect for me is that
each quote, poster, deals with di!erent ideas. From the self to the
world. Each person will connect deeply with what they are feeling at the
time. For me it was to deal with self-pity. Thank you so much for
sharing this with the world”.
We hope in the future to be able to put on an exhibition at the
University (ies) in Auckland.
For further information about the exhibition
see: http://www.worldcrisisexhibition.info.
Clive Elwell

Four Public Talks
Santa Monica, California, USA
1972
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Krishnamurti gave four public talks in Santa Monica in 1972.
This newsletter will present each talk over the coming months.
The third talk is entitled - "In freedom there is order"
The video can be viewed here.

New Krishnamurti Foundation Trust Video
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Over the English summer, a professional filmmaker made a video about
the Krishnamurti Foundation and the work it carries out. The video also
celebrates the 50th anniversary of the Foundation. It has never been
shared before—be the first to watch it!
The video can be viewed here.

Krishnamurti E-Books New Digital Format Available

Browse through the collection of Krishnamurti e-books recently
released online. The titles are: The Awakening of Intelligence, Meeting
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Life, and The World Within. More titles will be released throughout the
coming year.
These books can be purchased here.

The Krishnamurti Foundation of America hosted their Annual Gathering
at the Oak Grove School in Ojai, California in May.
The Gathering celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Krishnamurti
Foundation of America with interesting talks from speakers such as
Michael Mendizza, (author, filmmaker, and former KFA trustee), Michael
Krohnen, (Krishnamurti's friend and personal chef), and Prof. Krishna,
(Trustee of the Krishnamurti Foundation of India).
Over the next few months KANZ will present recorded videos from the
event programme.
The second presentation presented is from Saturday 4th May and is
entitled "Freedom from Knowledge and Time" with Professor
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Krishna and David Moody, and can be viewed here.

Book Review: On Freedom

“First, I think we must realise that our minds are really not free.
Everything we see, every thought we have, shapes our mind; whatever
you think now, whatever you have thought in the past and whatever you
are going to think in the future, it all shapes the mind. You think what
you have been told either by the religious person, or the politician, by
the teacher in your school, or by books and newspapers. Everything
about you influences what you think. What you eat, what you look at,
what you listen to, your wife, your husband, your child, your neighbour,
everything is shaping the mind. I think that is fairly obvious. Even when
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you think that there is a God or that there is no God, that also is the
influence of tradition. So our mind is the field in which there are many
contradictory influences which are in battle one against the other”
“Economically you can, perhaps, arrange the world so that man can be
more comfortable, have more food, clothing and shelter, and you may
think that is freedom. Those are necessary and essential things, but
that is not the totality of freedom. Freedom is a state and quality of
mind”.
In the category of “Theme Books”, “On Freedom” is a new acquisition to
the Library.
From the back cover:

“Krishnamurti addresses the basic issues of freedom, from human
rights in the political and social arena to the desire for freedom from
"wants, pursuits, ambitions, envies and ill-will". Freedom, according to
Krishnamurti, is necessary for clarity of understanding. Freedom is to
be without fear, but there are freedoms such as the freedom to
overpopulate the earth that create imbalance and even catastrophe and
need to be understood in all their dangers. Once again the renowned
teacher provides a searching and creative examination of a vital issue”.
To contact us, email:
Krishnamurtinzwebsite@gmail.com
For a complete list of books available in the Krishnamurti Postal
Lending library, see:
http://www.krishnamurti-nz.org/library/books
There is no charge for borrowing.

Christchurch Dialogue Meeting
So is it at all possible for man to live a completely orderly inward life
without any form of compulsion, imitation, suppression or sublimation?
Can he bring about such order within himself that it is a living quality
not held within the framework of ideas—an inward tranquility which
knows no disturbance at any moment—not in some fantastic mythical
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abstract world but in the daily life of the home and the o"ce?
Saturday, 27 July, 2:00pm - 4:00pm
Christchurch City South Library Learning Centre
66 Colombo Street, Sydenham Room
(Please use After Hours Entrance at the far end of the building furthest from Colombo
Street)

Enquiries: aakaasha@glenrowan.nz, 03 329 4789

Showings of Krishnamurti
videos and group dialogues:
CHRISTCHURCH
- monthly: contact Pauline Matsis 03 312
1470 / paulinematsis@gmail.com
- monthly: contact Kyoko Giebel 03 329 4789
/ aakaasha@glenrowan.nz

PALMERSTON NORTH
- contact Nadya Kaplyukova /

Postal lending library of
books, dvd's, and cd's -

mua_mail@yahoo.com

www.krishnamurti-nz.org/library

HAMILTON
- contact: Clive Elwell 022 085 7184 /
clive.elwell@gmail.com

AUCKLAND
- the last Sunday of every month: contact
Krishna Umaria 09 488 7482 /
krishna.umaria@gmail.com

Krishnamurti Association in New Zealand
www.kanz.org.nz
e-mail: kanzadmin@gmail.com
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